
LIBERTON AND DISTRICT COMMUNITY COUNCIL  
COMMENTS ON SESPlan 2 
 
SUMMARY 

The aims of SESPlan 2 are generally worthy of support. The strategy is probably along the right lines. 

However SESPlan2 needs to do more to facilitate employment opportunities in the strategic growth 

areas if it genuinely seeks to reduce travel especially by car. SESPlan also needs to be bolder in 

promoting more investment to improve road and rail based public transport services now and 

promote investment in innovative transport infrastructure provision for the future.  There is much 

greater scope to use existing rail routes and extensions to these routes to facilitate speedy public 

transport links including rail based park and ride facilities and new heavy and light rail routes and 

trams services. 

Whilst much of L&DCC’s area lies within the South East Edinburgh Strategic Development area, if the 

Key Diagram can be interpreted favourably, the area to the west of Liberton is not included and this 

is supported.  The whole of L&DCC’s area lies in a new Green network Priority Area where the Plan 

advises improvements will be sought for existing and approved development. However, L&DCC is 

concerned that one of the specified aims is to encourage investors and facilitate new development 

in areas which extend beyond the boundaries of the Strategic Development Areas. SESPlan2 should, 

therefore have separate Green Network Priority Area guidance / policy for the Strategic  

Development  Areas and areas that are not included in the Strategic  Development  Areas. The 

proposals / policies should only support actions which support investment and facilitate 

development within the Strategic Development Areas.    

SESPlan seeks to restrict travel into the city by car by intervention measures at the City Bypass but 

no timescale is set nor does there appear to be any guidance for investment in infrastructure to 

secure meaningful intervention. 

SESPlan at last recognises that the real need for housing provision is in the social housing sector but 

offers no mechanisms for its delivery. The Plan proposes large scale housing provision for the whole 

plan period and in particular the period 2030 – 2038 to meet needs predicted by the questionable 

HNDA process. This prediction is made at a time when delivery of housing is falling very short of the 

HNDA predicted needs particularly in the affordable sector. L&DCC considers the situation with 

regard to the growing gap between predicted needs and delivery requires a thorough review and 

more realistic figures set out in the Plan. 

COMMENTS 

The Spatial Strategy 

Re Para 3.1  Edinburgh providing more housing than before in trying to cut down on commuting by 

car is acceptable provided there is sufficient public transport capacity with built in trip flexibility and 

provision for other modes. (see para 3.18) 

Re Para 3.2 Noted (re housing land supply) but SESPlan2 should be upfront about needs (2018 – 

2030 Plan wide and area by area) here or refer to appropriate parts of plan.  Further the situation 

with regard the growing gap between predicted needs and delivery requires a thorough review and 

more realistic figures in SESPlan2 



Re Para 3.3, consider the growth corridor approach acceptable but, there is a need to provide 

sufficient public transport capacity with built in trip flexibility. It also needs provision for other 

modes now, and, in the future, delivered through increased investment in appropriate infrastructure 

and services. 

Re  Para 3.4 comments re future plans noted. Debate on the future role of any Green Belt land 

release for development and areas to be protected long term should take place as soon as possible 

to obtain consensus with those on the urban fringe.  This should not be facilitated via the Green 

Network Priority Areas as indicated in the Enhanced Green Network Section of the Plan.  

Re Para 3.5 timescales for the proposed engagement need to be set now and before the next Local 

Development Plan. 

Re Para 3.7 welcome recognition of the ongoing and anticipated future traffic problems.  Concerned 

there is no mention of potential role of additional park and ride (P&RF) facilities.  These P&RF should 

be provided on A772 south of Gilmerton plus  Lasswade Road and Fairmilehead to help implement 

cross boundary travel reductions.  SESPlan2 should be considering the potential of a rail link Waverly 

line to Loanhead to facilitate the aforementioned P&RF in South East Edinburgh. 

Re Para 3.8 (bullet 3 last sentence) and Para 3.9, any debate on the possible long term future role of 

Green Belt land release for development should take place now to obtain consensus with those on 

the urban fringe. Until this is resolved the existing Green Belt outside Strategic Development Areas 

should be protected from development. 

Re Para 3.10.  - Agreed 

Re Para 3.16 L&DCC Consider  comments re the Bioquarter are inconsistent with City of Edinburgh 

Council’s (CEC) actions and should be deleted as the bulk of site is released for non science related 

uses leaving insufficient land for employment creation to merit recognition being of a strategic scale. 

If SESPlan2 is serious about the Bioquarter playing a strategic role it should require CEC to set aside 

the supplementary guidance. 

A Pace to Do Business  

Concerned SESPlan2 doesn’t mention of South East Edinburgh Strategic Development Area as a 

location for the provision of additional employment land.  Table 4.1. should promote more 

employment land in this area. Considers that, if South East Edinburgh is to be a housing growth area, 

additional employment opportunities should be provided to contribute to reducing commuting. 

Concerns re Bioquarter also applicable here.    

Employment Land Supply 

Policy in Para 4.15 should place an emphasis on retaining employment land and resist release for 

other uses, especially housing. Consider that polices (Paras 4.13 – 4.15 inclusive) fail to promote a 

requirement for improving existing public transport services and for providing new transport 

infrastructure to serve existing and proposed employment generating sites. 

A Low carbon Economy 

Support proposals / policy set out in Para 4.25. Should be cross-referenced to proposals / policy in 

Para 4.23 re energy from waste facilities. 



A Place For Communities 

L&DCC supports the approach and policy guidance set out in SESPlan at Para 5.5 but the somewhat 

vague “taking account of relevant local factors” requires to be clearly explained in the Plan. L&DCC 

supports the approach that housing sites must be identified via the LDP process, be they part of 

areas for market sites or stand alone sites for affordable housing, to create the conditions for 

enabling the required provision being achieved. If the need is (say 60% affordable / 40% market) 

then the sites allocated in the LDPs policy should only allow the market to build 40% of any site for 

owner occupation and private rent.  

L&DCC supports the policy set out in Para 5.6 re provision of housing to meet the needs identified in 

that paragraph. 

2018 – 2030 Period 
 
Support Para. 5.8 ensuring there is sufficient land but question whether this should be based on 
HNDA needs or the actual / past delivery rates given these have not matched the needs assessed 
requirements over many years past.  
 
Support the emphasis on the re-use of brownfield sites in Para 5.9 provided this does not result in 
loss of employment land, which, in turn, generates need for Greenfield sites for replacement 
employment land.   
 
Understand reasons for proposals in Para 5.10, but consider there should be greater encouragement 
to local authorities to work with interested parties to deliver longstanding sites which have not yet 
been developed.  The approach proposed in Para 5.10 effectively supports developers taking the 
easy option of easier to develop Greenfield sites.   
 
Re Para 5.12, consider there should be a bullet point supporting LDPs in pushing developers to 
advance developing effective sites in the 6 – 10 year supply to contribute to meeting the shortfall in 
the 0 – 5 period.  Also, re Para 5.12, consider this Policy is an open invitation for the development 
industry to bid for additional sites. An alternative approach would be to require the bringing forward 
of effective sites in the period 6 – 10 years, an approach espoused by the City of Edinburgh Council 
in its response to the Reporter considering the fist City of Edinburgh Local Development Plan.   
Enhanced Green Networks. 

Thriving Town Centres 
 
Support policy at Para 5.15 but this has implications for residents in the centre’s hinterland. Consider 
policy at Para 5.16 must make provision for controls to ensure increased activities in town centres 
do not impinge on local residents and those in the suburbs who could lose out on policing due to 
town / centre requirements. 
 
Enhanced Green Networks 
 
Concerned that Para 5.18  (bullet point first) sets out the aims are to make areas attractive to 

investors and encourage investors.  Consider this section of the Plan should be re-written to provide 

for separate Enhanced Green Network Priority Area guidance / policy for the Strategic Development 

Areas and for areas outside the Strategic Development Areas. The proposals / policies should only 

support actions which support investment and facilitate development within the Strategic 

Development Areas.  There should be no promotion of work in Enhanced Green Network Areas 



outside the Strategic Development Areas to improve these areas in order to encourage investors and 

investment.   

A BETTER CONNECTED PLACE 
 
Supporting Non-Car Travel 

Consider  that, whilst the sentiments expressed here are worthy of support, it is questionable how it 

can be achieved in practice. There has been little by way of improvements in public transport over 

the years and experience based on the first LDP does not inspire any confidence that the aspirations 

can be delivered given the lack of capacity in the existing network at peak times.  Re Paras 6.2 – 6.3, 

consider  there should be an evaluation of the disused rail (etc) routes that could contribute to 

delivering off-road public transport services e.g. bus and light rail / tram services and associated park 

and ride facilities (e.g. the Waverley Line to Loanhead rail route could tie in two potential park and 

ride facilities on the Gilmerton and Lasswade roads.) 

Walking and Cycling 

Support the proposals set out here are worthy of support but there is a need for the LDPs to be 
proactive in securing the implementing the policies. 
 
Strategic Transport Improvements 
 
The policies and proposals are worthy of support as the road network has no capacity for increased 
development proposed. The aims of the polices probably could only be achieved by  investment in 
improved facilities such as new and improved bus and rail/ light rail / tram services plus additional 
park and ride facilities. The current public transport infrastructure and services also need to be 
improved to provide for easier movement across and in and out of the city ahead of the outcome 
and implementation of the proposed studies. 
 
 
Submitted by Jim Henry 

On behalf of Liberton & District Community Council 

Dated 21.11.2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


